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The Role Description
Due to continued growth, an exciting opportunity has
arisen for the right minded, driven individual to join
risual in the role of a Microsoft licencing sales
specialist. 

The successful candidate will be joining risual at an
incredibly exciting time. risual embodies a creative
culture with an environment that enables you to learn
and develop alongside friendly and helpful colleagues.  
A strong work ethic and a desire to mature and
develop, combined with risuals heritage and expertise
in Microsoft as an Azure Expert and Advanced
Specialization partner, our structured Account Team
will give you a varied set of learning opportunities and
shall be your first steps towards what we would hope
to be a long-term successful sales career within risual.
  
You will be expected to drive new clients, whilst also
evolving and managing the current customer base.
Working alongside key partners such as Microsoft and
the existing account team, you will learn to
successfully sell and manage all Microsoft licencing for
our clients.  

We describe ourselves as experts in transformation
and we truly are. Provided you have a passion for
technology, a desire to become a sales representative
and are willing to throw yourself into a career selling
into either the UK public sector or Commercial
accounts then we want to hear from you. 

You will have all the necessary tools to be successful
with a dedicated sales team to support you, a world
class portfolio of offerings and an abundance of
technical and non-technical skills to call upon to help
you succeed in each pathway. In addition, you will be
assigned mentors and colleagues throughout the
business to help you progress in your career
development.  Full product training will be provided to
the successful candidate to enable you to succeed.

Act as the front of all knowledge for all
Microsoft Licensing at risual. 
Reach out to prospect customers about the
benefits of Microsoft licensing with risual. 
Work with key partners to develop go to
market strategies and gain new prospects. 
Working with internal BDM resources to
develop targeted campaigns. 
Working with Account Managers and
Directors to identify opportunity within the
managed client base.
Helping and co-ordinating on bid responses
where licencing is included.  
Understand and qualifying customers’
requirements; matching those needs to risual
services; then offering and proposing
solutions. 
Manage contract lifecycle
Onboard and manage clients as they transact
licence agreements with risual. 
Encourage right sizing and optimisation. 
Manage renewals. 
Administer additional licences as and when
needed. 

Must hold or be able to successfully achieve
and maintain NPPV3 with SC. 
Able to evidence excellent customer service
skills
High level of self-motivation, resilience, drive
and initiative 
Articulate communicator with strong phone-
based presentation skills 
A passion for Microsoft technologies 
Have shown the ability to hit and exceed
targets 
Able to evidence excellent customer service
skills. 
Enthusiastic, energetic and passionate about
personal success
Excellent communication skills (written and
oral) 
Strong presentation skills 
Minimum degree of 2:1 or above 

Duties:

Essential Criteria
To be successful in the role, you must be able to
demonstrate the following skills and experience:
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Want to apply? 

If you like what you see and want to apply,
please email careers@risual.com with a
covering letter and your CV. One of our
talent specialists will be in touch to discuss
further. 

www.risual.com  0300 303 2044   enquiries@risual.com


